Outcome

Activity

!Actions

Outputs in Strategy period (2015-2018) Performance Measures

Progress
Coastal monitoring continues as per the regional monitoring
programme. Coastal monitoring data and reports are made
available on www.coastalmonitoring.org inspections are

• Monitoring of a range of conditions

• Regular technical and nontechnical
reports for coastal erosion and tidal flood

underway on the open watercourses the coo dl maintains.
There have been a number of CCTV Inspections of piped

risk

systems. Ongoing wait with Merseyside partners to roil out dip
wet monitoring across Merseyside but k proving difficult to get
the buy in from other partners. Sefton's dipwcUs have been in
situ since 2015.

• Recording flood and coastal erosion
events
Identify and review flood and coastal
erosion risk

• Modelling of systems

extend monitoring network for
groundwater based on highest risk areas
to provide evidence base
Time taken and quality of inspections WIN
• Develop Investigations policy and
be the performance measures with a
reporting procedure (in 2015)
summary of risk provided as context
Establish /

A number of polides have been approved by the Council
covering culverting watercourse, diverting watercourses, flood
kwestigatlom and enforcement.
Undertaken detailed nxideilng of Formby and Maghull to
understand how the system wilds.
We have undertake a PfRA update and are also beginning to
review our flood and coastal erosion risk management strategy
which will involve reviewing all Rood risk In Sefton. Our local
coastal processes report has also been published that reviews
coastal erosion risk in Sefton. The main update in Risk is

• Communicating the risk

between Hal road and the ale Trairdwg bank. following the

• Consolidation of risk information for
communication

storms in 2013 the erosion rates are being reviewed as
significant amount of land was eroded leading to concerns to
the stability of MEPAs rising marl This has therefore triggered
the need to bring forward Ideas to manage the erosion in this
area. The alt training bank has also breached causing concerns
that this may increase the erosion between the training bank
the coastguard station.

Develop and maintain:

• Local Flood Risk Strategy

• Satisty legislative requirements for a
L ocal Flood Risk Strategy and Flood
Risk Management Plans.
• Develop, maintain and review other
plans as necessary and take forward
actions recommended in them on a
priontised basis

Sefton's Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Strategy Is due to be
updated In 2018 We are commencing work this autumn to
review our understanding and update the strategy.

The policies and risk assessments in the Shoreline Management
Plan are annually reviewed against the monitoring data. The
only change recommended is that the risk assessment of the

Develop plans that set out and prioritise
our actions based on our understanding
of risk

• Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment

section of coastline from Hat Road the Alt Training Bonk be

Plans in place. acted on and reviewed to
an agreed programme

2013/2014. We are reviewing ow IMP policies for the coast as
the SMP has been In gibe, for 10 years.
?here have been no further updates to the Surface Water flood

• Flood Risk Management Plan

t nclerstanding risk to our communities

changed to high following losses In the winter storms of

Maps following their last revision in 2013.
The coastal change study is being Incorporated into a coastal

• Shoreline Management Plan

adaptation study which is currently being developed.
The Catchment Plans have been developed by the Erwironment

• Surface Water Management Plan

Agency with input from Sefton Count-8, His is consistent with
ow Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Strategy.

• Coastal Change Study
• Catchment Plans (Flood Risk
Management Plans)

The PE RA has been updated.

We supported planning colleagues through the local plan
enquiry and it has now been adopted. A number of major
development sites have been Identified and approved. Our role

• Local Plan
Inform the development of plans where
flood and coastal erosion risk is a factor

as lead local flood Authority, under the flood and water

• Input fully to plans to maximise
opportunities and minimise adverse
impacts in relation to flood and coastal
erosion risk management

management act 2010 is to ensure flood risk is appropriately
Timely and quality response including
feedback from the customer team.

managed. There have been no updates to the SERA. We have
contributed to the development of the Sefton Coast Plan. We
have been merged with Coast and Countryside and parks and
green spaces to form Green infrastructure. We have been
looking at ways to link together and provide a more effective

• Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
• Green Space
• Habitat Management
• Coastal Manauement

and efficient strove with a view to developing a service plan for
the new strike.

• Develop and maintain a database
containing information about assets
important to flood risk management

• A database containing information on
known assets

A database of critical nuts has been established and is being
reviewed to put into a new system. A programme of cataloguing

Time taken and quality of inspections will
be the performance measures with a
summary of condition provided as
context

Inspect and record our assets and where
necessary 3rd party assets
• Develop and implement a risk based
• A prioritised inspection regime
inspection programme for the assets
• Identify and designate assets which are
in thud parry ownership and although not • A programme of work to complete
their primary function are important for
documentation of assets

historic data is also underway:The inspection programme is
under development and an inspection methodology is being
applied The programme wg be refined based on the outcomes
of the initial inspections. Currently there no 3rd party assets
designated as flood defences but this Is costantiy under
review.

flex-id risk management

• Develop and maintain evidence relating
to flood risk to inform the Local Plan, in
the format of the Strategic Flood Risk
• Assess development applications as
Assessment (SFRA). The most recent
required.
update of the SFRA has been completed
in 2013

These activities are al responding to
requests whether they are from planning,
an applicant for consenting of works or
arising from a request to investigate a
flooding issue. As such we need to
record the volume of requests (number
and scale), the quality and timeliness of
our response and the immediate
outcome we have achieved.
Duties as a Lead local flood Authodty are Wing undertaken.

Work via the planning process

• Discharge duties required of a Lead
Local Flood Authority such as a statutory
consultee for assessing flood risk
implications from developments, through
the planning process.
• Develop and maintain local guidance
for Flood Risk Assessments (FRA) which
sets out what we will expect in such
assessments and how we will consider
them over and above what is set out in
National Planning Guidance
• Advise the Local Planning Authority on
planning applications in relation to flood
risk

There have been 63 major applications and 424 minor

• Production and application of local FRA
Measures will be:
guidance

applications between October 2016 and September 2017, The
cost to the service In 2017/2018 of dealing with the major
applications is currently EII556.87. The Local flood Risk
Assessment guidance is currently being drafted with planning
and will be accessible on the web.

• Advise on Planning applications in
accordance with legislation and
guidance

Number

Scale
Response time achieved

• Establish consenting procedures and
raise awareness of need for consents

Avoiding increase of risk to our
communities
Administer powers in relation to
consenting for ordinary watercourses,
coast protection act and bylaws

• Review and enact bylaws

• Review procedures and enact
recommendations relating to the Coast
Protection Act

• Put in place procedures for consenting
works to ordinary watercourses and
Quality of responses acceptable
raise awareness of the need to seek
consent for such works.
• Put in place procedures for consenting
works controlled under the Coast
Protection Act and raise awareness of
Impact
the need to seek consent for such works
(in 2015)
• Review bylaws that it would be
beneficial to enact and commence the
process of enactment (by 2016).

Our processes are being reviewed and updated.

A draft procedure is in development for Coast Protection Act
but is note priority task

(Webers are sail being reviewed and a recommendation report
Is being reviewed following the adoption of the policies.
We have sent letters to Riparian owners in Maghul, Thornton
and Formby and have had pubic meetings with them to help

• Communicate riparian duties

them understand their roles and responsibilities. We have also
produced more detailed guidance and advice which is available
on the floodready.co.tdi website.
We record

• Identify issues or receive in complaints
relating to lack of maintenance
Advising 3rd parties of their maintenance
responsibilities and where necessary
intervene

Making space for water group.

• Clear procedures for dealing with
riparian issues (in 2015)
• Identify and enter into negotiations with
riparian owners

all reports of maintenance issues and primitive a

response to them or follow up accordingly, often through the
We have spoken to a mother of riparian owners and are
supporting them with their role. There are no current
enforcement actions. Through negotiation a riparian owner in
Thornton has renewed his culverted watercourse that was
derelict and not functioning. In 2017/18 we have currently
written to 26 residents reminding them of their duties.

• Where negotiations fail commence
enforcement proceedings
• Where necessary undertake works
ourselves

• Identify catchments and associated
critical infrastructure

Develop and implement a pnofitised
maintenance programme

• Develop and implement an asset
management plan which wilt include a
• Develop and start a programme of
work to identify critical infrastructure in
prioritised maintenance plan based on
the number of properties at risk and the each drainage area
vulnerability of the resident

Reducing risk to our communities
• identify capital maintenance and
improvement works

Develop a programme or improvement
works

Undertake reactive maintenance

• Submission of forward plan for grant
aid (indicative stage only)

• Implement works When funds become
available

• Implementation of works granted
funding

Three protects are currently undenvay that are supported by
• pant Seabarth wA rot be taken in 2016/17 as originally hoped
due to unsay laws. 2017 we eta haven't provessed and will
be nedewirm options for dellsxty.

• Development of babe Communication
materials

• Provide advice and support On what
to do before during and after a flood

• Commence impromentation of
commurroation strategy

• Emergency Plan

worts are undertaken as and when necessary on a prioritised
basis.
A communications strategy has been developed for the Formby
and Maghul Study and will be amended to other areas. We also
Intend on producing a general communkatlons strategy for the
new Green hdrastruchare sereke we sit within to ensure we
knew of ads others key messages and are In • million In
deliver each others messages when the opportunity arises.

• Development of a communications
strategy (by ate end of 2015)

• Ikseusi with urnmwrtities options for
increaSelig thee resilience

Pertortnance measures wit be
developed as part of the
communications plan.

Communications material is available predominately through
the floodready websith Copies of the leaflet are thanable in
council buddirup. The fiend ready webstte has been updated
web mare information *beat ftlpteari Ownersislp and ways so
save water. We are currently in discussions with the
ErnrkenalseM Agency *hoan looking to create a bigger webthe
called Flood Rub and the flood ready websiba will sit wain this
as the educational arm of the website. It nil fetruke updating to
reflect the purely educational element of load hub to Which we
have asked for funding to do this.
There have been over 24000sansions to the flood ready
wealthy, who spend on average 1.011 hours on the site reviewing
the supporthm materiel and case studies. 11.2%we returning
and 88.816 are new visitors.

We are wedded with the Council Risk and Reslence Officer to

• Review the emergency and resilience
plans lot flooding (annual>
• Resilience Plan

of drainage assets on the Coastal Road, Mnstiale. More lengths
will be renewed as wail when funding becomes ay-Olathe. A
cuberted watemsurse wan aiso opened op in rormby to
Increase [meshy and improve envirOnanental benefits. In the

Time of response and quality of
response wet be key'ndecalors with
spent providing context

Respond to reactive maintenance needs
on a promised basis

Reducing consequences to our
communities

Develop ano imprement plans for
Council actions in the event of Flooding
occurring

A borough Wade 'nutmeat critical thin...truthue has been
undertaken and a number of assets itienthkd This b being •
reviewed as we look into detail Into each catchment area. We
are currently Inspecting unknown *stets and further
Investigating historical maps to help us imderstand the assets
and how it ties into the drainage system.

•
As planned works we will develOP
programmes and budgets, we will revile,/
MOMS against these and have a
• Commence development 01 an asset POOP sponsor I project manager
management plan gn 20151
arrangement in place to monitor quality.
We need to consider how to measure
A programme of works has been Methanol on the Medium Term
• Development of a justified forward plan pertormance in relation to partnership
Plan for the nee 6 years, this Is reviewed umiak In March.
fisting proposed works (in 2015)
working and drawing in external funds. This is detailed In the investment plan. We have renewed 200m

•Develop a forward pan and bid for
funding to undertake the work

• Share our understanding of Irood and
coastal erosion risk

Wont in partnership with our
communities to increase thee resilience

new menage comma' MI E0 IJIMplOITIMICUNI On sne M
October. We we comedy providing them with a schedule of
works. We are closely monitoring performance due to a number
of thaws at the end of last year.

• Review and retender works contracts
(by 20161

We have to have plans in place and be ensure ow plans align with the Merseyside Plans and are
confident that they wit we& The
checked and tested. We love been wording with a number of
performance measure will be that annual reskients across the bomugh and <modern, planning to
training, testing and review of the plans administer a 6th grant to those residents who flooded intern"'
after storms Desmond and Eva. Most propenies have had
has been undertaken to a pre agreed
property level protection measures installed and payment has
programme.
been made to the residents.
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